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The curved 
noise protection wall 
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Because of increased traffic volume and local residents‘ greater need 
for protection, accompanying a high standard of living and the result-
ing stricter regulations and laws, in some instances the necessary 
noise protection level can no longer be ensured by conventional noise  
protection walls. 

The outcome is increased demand for enclosures or tunnel-solutions.   
These do shield well against noise – in many cases a protection effect 
that goes beyond the required level – but due to enormous costs for 
construction and maintenance they are not always the most econom-
ic solution. With its Large arc, Rieder has developed a system that of-
fers optimum protection together with economic viability; thus in many  
instances it is able to replace an enclosure.

The curved noise protection wall 

Alternative to an enclosure 

Enclosure Large arc

Construction costs / km EUR 20 m. minimum approx. EUR 3.5 m. 

Adaptation noise protection level not possible adaptation of height and curve-radius

Operating costs  high ongoing costs none

Maintenance regular never

Increase in number of traffic-lanes must be pulled down can be shifted and extended 

Refurbishment  after 25 years after 50 years

Refurbishment costs* EUR 600,000 minimum  approx. EUR 75,000

Speed limit 80 - 100 km/h none

* Per year, distributed over the period of use (25 years enclosure / 50 years arc)



Comparison of a straight noise protection wall and a curved one reveals 
that the curved form can achieve a doubling of the noise reduction effect. 
By varying the arc‘s height the noise protection effect can be adapted to 
the given situation‘s specific requirements. Yet the Large arc‘s construc-
tion costs are lower than those for a higher, straight wall that produces a 
comparable level of noise protection effect. The curved wall also fits op-
timally into the picture of the landscape, with its reduced height and the 
smooth sweep of its design.

The evolution of the noise protection wall

When Rieder develops noise protection solutions, human needs are al-
ways at the core of everything. That is why the side that faces the local 
residents takes on an important role. To guarantee that this integrates 
into the landscape‘s visual image in the very best way, the ‘rear side‘ of 
the Large arc can have filler material poured in and then be planted with 
greenery. This leads to a positive perception of the development among 
local residents and public authorities responsible for nature protection.

Local residents friendly rear side 

The construction costs of a curved noise protection wall are one-sixth 
those of an enclosure. Also the Large arc does not entail any ongoing 
operating costs. Whereas a road with a noise protection enclosure, be-
cause of the complex electro-mechanical equipment (maintenance on 
the tunnel, ventilation equipment, lighting, etc.) and safety regulations, 
demands a lot of resource-expenditure on maintenance and repair of 
this resource. 

The Large arc‘s longevity affords another advantage. The efficient design 
of the curved shell, bearing the sound-impact and made of concrete, 
with woodchip concrete absorbers, meets all requirements even after 
more than 40 years. However, over the same period, enclosures need re-
newal of all control components, lighting, safety technology and ventila-
tion equipment and also need construction parts refurbished. 

Additionally, the Large arc has a safety advantage – it rules out the 
danger of a fire in a tunnel. Apart from this, in the area of curved noise  
protection walls there is no need to set speed limits. These constrain the 
traffic flow and sometimes lead to congestion. 
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A number of noise protection installations, originally planned to be 
enclosures, were able to be replaced as curved noise protection walls – 
such as on the A22 motorway in Korneuburg or on the A10 motorway in 
Zederhaus Hub (both in Austria). The acoustic measurement operations 
on the A10 Tauern motorway confi rm the Large arc’s positive effects – 

they showed that the values even achieved a 4dB noise reduction, to the 
local residents‘ benefi t. Additionally, compared to an enclosure the total 
costs were substantially reduced by installing the curved noise protec-
tion wall instead of an enclosure. 

Proven in practice 

Rieder Group
Innovative concrete
solutions

Rieder offers a wide range of precast concrete parts and special concrete 
elements. In addition to solutions for structural engineering and design 
elements, Rieder products are also used for road and rail construction, 
such as for tunnel equipment, as cable ducts, trench walls, drainage 
channels, amphibian protection or bridges and enclosure systems. The 
industrial prefabrication makes building projects economical, ensuring 
rapid progress and highest precision. As a partner to constructors, archi-
tects, local authorities and structural designers, Rieder supports large 
and small projects, from planning to completion.

Versatile and intelligent building material

Guide wall, noise protection wall, noise protection wall with noise caps, mobile noise 
protection (guide wall with noise protection caps), Large arc, Small arc
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